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ABSTRACT
A CAI with speech feedback was employed with a group of fourth- and
fifth-grade students with lea rning disabili ties in the area of reading. A second
group of students from the same popula tion served as a control group, receiving
traditional textbook reading instruction. AJI students responded to an Incompl ete
Sentence Test concerning attitude toward rea ding. A pre- and posttest was
administered to all students to measure reading achievement. A pre - a nd post
Incomplete Sentence Test was also administe red to a ll students. The resu lts of
the reading achievement tests were ana lyzed to determine sta tistical significance of
the results. The Incomple te Se nte nce Test was analyzed man ually to determine
changes in attitude towa rd read ing.
Statistica l analysis of th e data resulted in the finding tha t the students
exposed to the CAI with speech feedback performed significa ntly higher on th e
reading posttest tha n the students receiving tra ditional textbook instruction. T he
analysis of the Incomplete Se nte nce T est revea led tha t stude nts wh o experie nced
CAI with speech feedback h a d positive cha nges in a ttitude toward readi ng in the
areas of reading enjoyment and o pinions abo ut th e most difficult thing about
reading. It was also noted tha t, though students in bo th groups we re a t least two
years below grade level in reading, m a ny of them expressed some positive feelin gs
about reading on the presurvey.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODU CTION
Researchers have explored the use of computers in education. Several
studies have been conducted on the use of computer assisted instruction (CAI )
with students with learning disabilities, as well as their ma instreamed peers. It is
widely acknowledged that a computer can play an important role in reading
instruction and remediation (Casteel, 1989; Swa nn, Guerrero, Mitra ni, &
Schoener, 1990; MacArthur & M alouf, 1991). Although it is agreed by
researchers tha t CAI can be a useful tool in th e area of reading, actual methods
vary. For example, Casteel (1990) used the computer to teach reading th rough
chunking. Yan D aal a nd R e itsma ( 1990) de term ined that CAI could be a more
effective tool when speech , as auditory feedback, was added . Lin, Podell, a nd
R e in (1991) used CAI to improve readi ng skills through a utoma ticity traini ng.
Higgins and Boone (1990) used hyperme dia CAI, in which students were a ll owed
to access informa tion of the ir choice while readi ng info rmation in _content a reas.
Yan Daa l and Van Der Leij (1992) bel ieve tha t CAI is even mo re effective when
interaction between the compute r and the learne r is inte nsifi ed. The a utho rs
achieved this through the addition of spelling exercises to the pre-existing reading
exercises. These studies have shown tha t CAI can be an effective instructional
tool with students with learning disabilities. As it is the task of the user to
determine which CAI approach best fits the learner's needs, it is important for
educators to be able to m a ke informed decisions about CAI and its use in the
classroom.
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Significance of Study
The use of CAI has been studied in conjunction with several different
aspects of reading. The reviewed studies demonstrated that CAI has great
potential for improving reading skills in students with learning disabilities (Swan et
al., 1990; Casteel, 1990; Van Daal & Van der Leij, 1992). These students show
evidence of normal intellectual ability, associated with a significant discrepancy
between the expected level of academic performance (as determined through
individually administered intelligence tests) and actual levels of achievement in
major areas of academic endeavor (as reflected in individual achievement tests).
[Student Evaluation Manu a l (SEM), p. 17.1, 1982].
Traditional reading instruction has failed our populations with learning
disabilities, as shown by th e ever increas ing numbe r of students with learning
disabilities in special reading classes (Swan et a l., 1990). Teachers must be
informed as well as have access to tools which can provide effective alternative
techniques of teaching reading.
This study investiga tes the use of CAI with speech feedback with a group
of students who, to this point had received reading instruction through the basa l
reading approach. The study investigates CAI as an effective technique to
improve reading skills of readers with learning disabilities, as well as change their
perceptions of reading. Based on the literature review presented later, it is
apparent that CAI has great potential for students with learning disabilities. It is
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hoped that the findings from this study will further support CAI as an effective
technjque for students with learning disabilities.
Statement of Hypotheses
For the purpose of this study, the following hypotheses were proposed:
1. Those students in the experimental group (those participating in CAI

with speech feedback) will show significant improvement in reading skills as
compared with the students in the control group (those students exposed to the
traditional textbook approach to reading).
2. The experimental group will show a positive change in attitude toward
reading instruction, as demonstrated on the Incomplete Sentence Test, while the
control group will show no change in attitude toward reading instruction.

CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
In recent years, the advent of computer technology has offered a learning
alternative, not only to students with learning disabilities, but to all students. In
fact, Lemonick (1992) suggests tha t, in the not so distant future, computers will act
as tutors, and teachers will be mere facilitators of learning. The historically formal
rigidity of education will be replaced by lessons newly tailored to the individual
student. Many researchers, who agree with Lemonick (1992), have conducted
studies focused on CAI and students with learning disabilities. The following is a
review of the literature which explores CAI as a n effective learning tool for
students with learning disabi lities.
CAI Without Speech Feedback
In a study by Casteel (1989), CAI was used to teach chunked reading, the
grouping of words in a sentence into short mea ningful phrases of three to five
words, to students with learning disabilities (Casteel, 1989). The purpose of the
research was to discover wh e ther or not the use of chunking would improve
reading skills of students with learning disabilities. The subjects in this study were
thirty tenth- and eleventh-grade students with learning disabilities. They were
placed in three groups. One experimental group was instructed in chunking on
the computer, while chunked passages were administered in the traditional
paper/text style to the other experimental group. The control group was
administered non-chunked passages with CAI rather than the paper/text method.
The results of this study revealed that students in the control group performed
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lower than either of the other groups. Both groups using the computer performed
higher on the posttest. The group using CAI and chunking performed slightly
higher than the control group, but the differences in these scores were not
statistically significant at p < .01.
Malouf, Wizer, Pila to, a nd Grogan ( 1990) conducted a study to determine
success of CAI with a small group of student with mild handicaps in the area of
langu age a rts. One group of students was instructed using daily computerized
lessons. A second group was instructed usi ng coopera tive learning techniques to
teach lang uage arts skills. The posttests given showed that both groups appeared
to benefi t from their interven ti ons. However, one group did not outperform the
other.
A computer pilot program was implem e nted in New York City in twenty-six
schools to assess the effectiveness of thirtee n computer-assisted instructional
progra ms (Swan, Guerrero, Mit ra ni , & Schoener, 1990). The CAi's were
evaluated in te n elementary schools, seven j unior high schools, and nine high
schools throughout N ew Y ork City. Groups involved in the study included the
general education population, Chapter 1 students, bilingual students, a nd a group
of special education students with mild menta l ha ndicaps and learni ng disabiliti es.
The results showed increases in both reading and m a thema tics performance for
students participating in the pilot program.

An overall effect size, ( defined by the authors as m easured gains of the
students), of 0.8 was found for reading improvements, indicating, in general, that
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the increases were educationally meaningful. It was also noted that effect sizes
decreased with advancing grade levels. Elementary students made the greatest
gains when CAI was used.
Further, Swan et al. (1990) noted that, of the groups included in the study,
the group which included special education students showed the highest gains. As
noted wjth the other groups, the highest gains in both reading and mathematics
were made at the elementary level.
A study by Lin, Podell, and Rein ( 1991) focused on the assumption that the
human mind is a limited-capacity processor, and consequently when word
recognition is sufficiently automatized, students can devote greater attentional
resources to comprehension. Traditionally, automaticity is achieved through
extended practice, which usually is provided by means of flashcards or worksheets.
Lin, et al. (1991) felt that the inherent features of the microcomputer made it a
highly effective tool for providing extended practice. Programs could be designed
to give students repeated exposure to material until a specified mastery level had
been met. The researchers also felt that it was important for the programs to
allow students to monitor their own performance with regard to accuracy and
speed. This type of CAI could provide feedback and reinforcement on an itemby-item basis, which teachers are unable to do in the classroom situation (Lin et
al., 1991).
Students from ten elementary public schools in New York City participated
in the study. The experimental group consisted of 45 students with mild mental
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handicaps, including students with learning disabilities in vario us grades, with
reading achievement on second grade level. The control group co nsisted of 48
second graders who were on grade level (Lin et al., 1991). One group was
instructed using the computer in word recognition training; the other group
received the same training using flashca rds and worksheets.
Results of the study showed tha t both p aper-a nd-pencil instru ction and CAI
had differe nti a l effects on auto matiza ti on of wo rd recogni tio n skills. Teache rs'
moment by moment decisions about pacing and verbal instruction ta ilored to the
performance of individu a l lea rn e rs led to greater accuracy in the control group.
The opportunity for students with ha nd icaps to m onitor their perform a nce and the
immediacy of feedb ack and rein fo rce me nt in th e CAI condi tion led to more rapid
responses. It was confirmed th a t students with mild mental disabi liti es req uired
more practice as compared to non-disabled studen ts. AJso, it was conc lude d that
both methods were useful with respect to d ifferent learning styles a nd individual
student needs (Lin et al., 1991).
Lin et al. (1991) demonstrate d th a t abi lity to read was significantly affected
by acquisition of spelling skills. Cunningha m a nd Stanovich (1990) stated that
beginning learners ' acquisition of spelling skills could h ave an effect on the ability
to learn reading skills.
In a study conducted by Cunningham and Stanovich (1990), two
experimental conditions were examined. In the first experiment twenty-four first
graders were presented with a list of spelling words. During their training sessions
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children were presented with spelling words in three ways: first, they were trained
to spell words by copying them from a card using a computer keyboard; second,
they spelled words from cards by arranging tiles in correct order; and third they
spelled words from cards by writing them on paper.
Following training, a written test revealed that words trained in both tile
and computer method had a mean score of between 1.29 and 1.5 words spelled
correctly. The writing method had a mean score of 3.1 words spelled correctly.
Cunningham and Stanovich ( 1990) wanted to substantiate their findings
further by conducting a second experiment with a slight variation to the first
experiment. The difference in this research was that, following training, tests were
given using letter tiles and computer keyboard to test mean words spelled
correctly. Results of this experiment revealed that words trained in both tile and
computer method had a mean score of between 2.38 and 2.5 spelled correctly,
while the handwriting method had a mean score of 3.29 words spelled correctly.
Though it was shown that handwriting was st1perior to training with both tiles and
computer keyboarding, this superiority did not extend to the children's reading of
the words, as there were no significant differences among the three training
conditions.
Vaughn, Shay, and Gorden (1992) replicated and extended the
Cunningham and Stanovich (1990) study using forty-eight primary grade students,
half of which were students with learning disabilities. Vaughn, Shay, and Gorden
(1992) modified the replication in two areas. The students with learning
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disabilities were slightly older than the nonhandicapped group, and were exhibiting
severe spelling difficulties. A second modification in the study by Vaughn et al.
(1992) was that on the pretest, any words spelled correctly were eliminated. In all
other ways, this study was conducted exactly as Cunningham and Stanovich (1990)
implemented their experiment.
Results from the Vaughn et al. (1992) study concurred with Cunningham
and Stanovich's (1990) results that the computer condition was not more effective
than the other two conditions, and that none of the methods improved reading of
words. However, the handwriting condition was not found to be superior to the
other two methods of training.
A concern stated by Vaughn et al. (1992) was that their study focused on
immediate recall of spelling words. The researchers expressed the need for future
research to concentrate on the effects of various training procedures on both
immediate and delayed recall of spelling words, as well as spelling in context.
A recent study by Vaughn, Shay, and Gorden (1993) used procedures
similar to those used by Cunningham and Stanovich (1990) and Vaughn et al.
(1992). A word list was developed for each student with only three words taught
during a session. Students were provided with opportunities to self-check for
accuracy, clear feedback and error analysis. Information was reduced in the target
spelling words until the student could spell the word without a model. The three
motoric conditions used were training with computer, writing, and tracing. The
training period was extended from five days to eleven. One month after the
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instruction, students were given a follow-up test to determine retention of spelling
words.
More empirically based procedures were implemented in th is study
(Vaughn et al., 1993), but no significant differences we re found between
conditions for numbers of word spelled correctly (p= .67). Even over time,
condition was not shown to be a significant fac tor (p=.64). It was evident th at
significant diffe rences existed between th e group with lea rning disabilities and th e
group witho ut handicaps in favor of the later group (p< .001 ). Over time both
groups decreased in th e number of words spelled correctly indica ting th at
retention rate was about th e same for both groups. It was suggested th at future
interest in the acquisition of spelling skills in students with learning disab ilities
focus on the extent to which learning to spell words in isolation generalizes to
writing in context.
CAI With Speech Feedback
Yan Daal and Reitsma (1990) conducted a study to determin e th e effects
of independent word practice with speech feedback using twenty-six boys and girls
from three special education schools for students with learning disabilities. Their
average age was ten years and they were at least two years below grade level.
During practice sessions, the experimental group was exposed to whole-word and
syllabic pronunciation of unknown words.
The researchers discovered that the proportion of requests for speech
feedback was significantly higher in the whole-word condition, f( 1-5) = 7.59,
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p = .015. AJ o, no selective pattern was clear indicating th a t students we re not
very elective when they reque ted speech feedback. The ove rall proportion of
reque ts for speech feedback was .46, indicating tha t childre n with readi ng
disabilitie are in need of speech feedback in app roxi mate ly half the word they
encounter. Though po ttest scores indicated higher quality of reading (p= .001 ),
an analysi of variance revealed no significant change in reading flu ency (p=. 137),
(Ya n Daal & Rei tsma, 1990).
Va n Daa l a nd Rei tsma ( 1990) concluded th at further resea rch was
nece sa ry to determin e eff cts of pee ch feedback to aid r aders with disabilities.
Van Daa l responded by conducting further resea rch with Van der Leij ( 1992) on
the effects of CAI in readi ng a nd spe ll ing.
The effects of CAI in reading a nd spe lling using eleven gi rl s a nd seven teen
boys diagno ed as learning disabled in read ing and written la nguage we re
examined (Van Daa l & Van der Leij, l 992). Results of this study indica ted a
significant improve me nt in spell ing (p = .001), howeve r, no genera liza tion to words
other than those spelled repea tedly during the practice sessions occurred . The
method of practice found to be most successful was tha t of repea ted ly copying th e
words fro m th e screen .

It was also discove red th at reading skills improved wh e n CAI was used.
When spelling tasks were added to the reading practice, significant improvements
were noted in the stude nts (p = .001). The a uthors concluded th at both reading
and spelling skills improved with CAI, and th at spelling tasks should be integra ted
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in the CAI programs for students with reading disabilities. It was concluded that
the spelling activities provided variation in the learning situation, and stimulated
the type of processing required to remediate reading and spelling problems.
Farmer, Klein, and Bryson (1992) studied the effect of CAI which provided
whole word synthesized speech feedback to adolescents who were reading at least
two years below expected reading level. It was hypothesized that this approach to
reading would improve word recognition and comprehension.
CAI provided short stories for students to read , while offering speech
feedback for unknown words as well as offering comprehension questions for each
story. The computer stored data on words tagged by students for pronunciation
and percentages of correct answers to questions for each story (Farmer et al.,
1992).
Reading test results indicated that the use of CAI made no difference in
the ability to recognize words. It was concluded that future research should direct
investigations to determine whether repeated practice would improve ability to
recognize words. Farmer er al. (1992) further suggested that speech feedback be
given at the subsyllabic level. The researchers feJt that poor readers could
improve speed and accuracy for the recognition of these smaller units.
At the University of Colorado, Wise et al. 91989) explored the use of
computers to improve reading skills of students with severe reading disabilities.
Their research specifically attempted to determine whether the availability of
immediate speech feedback could be an effective remedial technique for decoding
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problems of non-disa ble d students who read at or below the 10th pe rcentile.
Further, they were interested in de termining what form of computerize d speech
feedback would be most effective in improving students' abilities to attack
unknown words.
Fifty-eight third- to sixth-grade students from three elementary schools we re
provided with appropria tely designed computerized reading sessions seve ral times
a week for thre e months. The stude nts we re assigned to one of fo ur feedback
conditions: (a) whole -wo rd , (b) syll able, (c) subsyll a ble, a nd (d ) mixed . In the
whole-word conditio n, stud e nts ta rge ting a wo rd wo uld see it highlighte d a nd th e n
hea r th e entire word pro nounced by syll ables. In the subsylla bl e co ndit ion, a
targeted word would be highlighted a nd the n pronounced using "o nset-rim e" units
( e.g., pl/a nt, d/ish ). In th e mixed co nditio n, feedback wa s provided first a t th e
subsylla ble leve l and th e n a t the syll able level.
Analysis of th e da ta according to pre tes t a nd posttest sco res indica ted th a t
stude nts re ceiving speech feedback outpe rform ed stude nts wh o did no t receive a ny
speech feedback. The type of speech feedback seemingly did no t infl ue nce
improveme nt in rea ding skills. Wise e t al. (1989) concl ud ed th a t fo r th e purposes
of providing stude nts with lea rning disabilities with ge neralizable skills in decoding
large numbe rs of words, speech feedback below the whol e wo rd level is most
effective .
A review of the Wise e t a l. (1989) study by Anderso n-Inma n (1991),
supporte d the exploration of the pote ntia l use of CAI's for e nabling stude nts with
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learning disabilities. Anderson- Inm an agreed tha t rea ding recognition and
comprehension could be improved with the support of CAI. The author stated
that students were able to associate the skills learned at the computer to other
areas of learning. The use of computers in this study enhanced strengths, while
minimizing weaknesses of the student. This could, in turn, enable th ei r success
within the existing classroom curriculum.
In 1990, Higgins and Boo ne explored yet another form o f CAI with
students with learning disabilities in th e a rea of socia l studies. This rela tively new
tool, known as hyperm edia CAI, was used to enha nce class room instru ct io n with
three groups of students - learning disa bled, remedial, and traditional e du cation
students. Wh e n using this hype rm ed ia program stud en ts were presented with th e
original text to rea d. In addition, th ey were a ll owed, through a menu system, to
access additional info rma tion, such as obtaining he lp with unkn own words,
building comprehensio n, or graphics.
AJI students in the study were exposed to a classroom lecture, an id ent ifie d
reading passages, and a worksh ee t containing eight multiple choice qu estions. Th e
experimental group read the passages and answered the questions using the
hypermedia CAJ, while the control group rea d from the adopted textbook and
answered questions on paper for a ten d ay period.
Each day's quiz scores were a nalyzed by means of 3 x 3 ANOV A. The
experimental group scored higher than the control group on all ten daily quizzes,
although the difference was not significant. When analyzed separately, the quiz
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scores of th e students with lea rning di abili ties in th e CAI group were higher than
those in the control gro up. The posttest resulted in higher ove rall scores in the
control group. When a retention test was given two weeks after the unit was
completed, the students with lea rning disa bilitie who were in th e control group,
showed a declin e in pos ttest scores from an average score of 68% to 62%.
Students in the experim ental group showed a di ffe rence in average score of 71 %
to 70%, which de monstrates th at th ese sco res were consistent with their posttest
scores.
Higgins and Boo ne ( 1990) suggested th at the res ults of th is study indicate
that hypertext computer study guid es we re fo und to be as effective an instructi onal
techniqu e as a teacher prese nted lesso n. It was furth e r stated th at stud ents with
learning disabilities wh o used the study guid es were allowed control of a nd access
to information more than once, whi ch enabled th em to pass quizzes their
traditiona l classroom peers were ta king. Further inves tiga tion in utilizing
hypertext as an instructi onal tool fo r students with lea rning disabilities was
suggested.
The previous study by Higgins and Boone ( 1990) inspired furth er resea rch
in the area of hypermedia CAI used to enhance classroom reading instruction.
Also, the study focused on the needs of students with disabilities in the integrated
classroom.
Research by Higgins and Boone (1991) focused on the use of hypermedia
CAI to supplement an elementary school basal reader program for those with
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disabilities in the integrated classroom, as well as the non-disabled students. The
CAI used in this study was designed to enhance the basal reader, rather than
replace it.
Hypermedia, as defined by Higgins & Boone ( 1991 ), is a relatively new
educational idea for computer text and information presentation. It provides a .
flexible format for adapting materials currently in use by teachers to the CAI
medium. Rather than being limited to the print on paper, hypermedia format
provides a reader access to related information by means of menu choices which
bring to the screen related text, related pictures, and a computer generated voice
that provides supplementary information, clarification, and elaboration needed by
the reader.
Higgins and Boone ( 1992) grouped 175 students in grades K-3 into control
and experimental groups, with three subgroupings of low, medium, and high . The
hypermedia CAI reading lessons used with the experimental group included
enhancements in vocabulary and decoding skills; no strategy was included to aid in
comprehension skills. The control group was provided no access to computers.
Results, reported in class averages, showed that when entire classrooms
were compared, in the kindergarten group, the control group scored 91 % on the
total test, while the experimental group scored 95.05% with a significance reported
at p=0.0000. In first grade there was a difference in favor of the control group on
total test, with 98.82%, while the experimental group scored 86.84% with no
significance reported. In second grade, control students performed at 92.20%, and
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experimental students at 93.91 % with a significance reported of p=0.0000. In
third grade, when entire classrooms were compared, the experimental group
scored 93.39% on the total test, and the control group scored 93.11 % with a
reported significance of p=.0419. When ability groups were examined in isolation,
it was discovered that the low groups, as defined in this study, seemed to benefit
most from the intervention.
It was also demonstrated that students scored higher on the reading
posttest in all grade levels when hypermedia CAI lessons were given before
preceding instruction. Higgins & Boone (1991) stated that results of this study
provided sufficient support for the continued exploration of hypermedia computer
assisted reading material as a supplement, but not as a replacement, to teacher
directed instruction.
Conclusions
According to the professional literature, CAI can have a positive effect on
certain learning situations with students with learning disabilities. Sixty-two
percent of the research reviewed found tha t CAI was a tool which could be used
to help students with learning disabilities. In the studies where no significant
differences were found, it was noted that in some cases slight improvement
occurred, though it was not statistically significant.

An important finding in the review of research was that CAJ could be
successful especially when used in combination with speech feedback. However,
its effectiveness depends on how CAI's are integrated with individually defined
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educational goals and activities. This tool could be used in conjunction with the
regular classroom curriculum to enhance and to reinforce learning. It was also
emphasized that the teacher's role should be that of decision maker and
integrator, so that computer instruction fits with the overall curriculum of the
classroom. In addition, the majority of researchers concluded that CAI was not
intended to take the place of teaching and learning in the mainstream, but that it
should be used to enhance the strengths of the students with learning disabilities
in both special education classrooms and within integrated settings in the
traditional education classrooms. Also, it should help the student remediate the
weaknesses which impair participation and success when it is integrated into the
traditional educational program.

CHAPTER 3
METHOD

Statement of Hypothe es
For the purpose of this study, the following hypot heses were proposed:
l. Those students in the experimental group (those participating in CAI

with speech feedback) will show a significant improvement in reading skills as
compared with the students in the control group (those studen ts exposed to the
traditional textbook approach to reading).
2. The experim ental group will show a positive change in att itude toward
reading instruction, according to the Incomplete Sentence Test, while the con trol
group will show no change in att itude toward reading.
The Sample
To test the above hypotheses, a total of twenty-four fou rth and fifth-grade
students with learning disabilities participated in the investigat ion. Two groups
(one experime ntal, one control) were comprised of seventeen boy and seven girls.
Ages ranged from ten years, five months to thirteen yea rs, one month. The
intelligence quotients (IQs) ranged from 80-98 as revealed on school records. The
students' academic classification (learning disabled) had been previously assigned
by the psychologist in the local school system.
All students were from a middle to lower middle class inner city area with a
school population of approxjmately six hundred students. None of the twenty-four
students had repeated a grade, but one-third had participated in a one year
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transition program between kindergarten and first grade. AJI students were
involved in one to four resource classes each d ay.
The student with ]earning disabilities is basically the student who shows
evidence of normal intel1ectual ability, associated with a significant discrepancy
between the expected level of academic performance (as determined thro ugh
individually administered intelligence tests) and actua l levels of achieve ment in
major areas of academic endeavor (as reflected in individua l achievement tests).
The achievement test and the IQ test must be administered by a licensed
psychologist. Eligibility for services for the learning disa bility is determined by a
multidisciplinary team [Stude nt Eva lua ti o n M a nua l (SEM ), p. 17.1, 1982).
Materials
Major equipment consisted of four microcomputer systems (IBM and IBM
compatibles, 3.5 inch disk drive, monitor and printer), and a speech synthesizer
(ECHOPCII). Software chosen was Project Star, produced by Hartley
Educational Courseware Inc., 1989. CompoIJents of the program were: (a)
seventy-four vocabulary lessons, with seven words each, in which students were
shown a word in combination with a visual cue, heard the word spoken, then
responded to the word in word recognition and meaning exercises, (b) thirty-five
comprehension lessons which required students to recal1 and apply vocabulary in
sentences, stories, and related questions presented on the monitor, ( c) a spel1ing
unit of seventy-four lessons which provided guided practice of the vocabulary
words as well as verb forms ( ed, ing, etc.), compound words, and contractions, and
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( d) two twelve item short answer worksheets provided written practice of
vocabulary and compre hension after every fourth computer lesson.

An Incomplete Sentence Test (Miller, 1986) consisting of ten open ended
sentences concerning individual opinions about reading was administered to all
twenty-four participants.
Procedure
This investigation was designed to assess the effects of two read ing
interventions, traditiona l adopted textbook instruction a nd CAI with speech
feedback and to de termin e which of th e two methods, if either, would significantly
improve reading levels. The control group served as a baseline to assess changes,
either positive or negative in the students' read ing abi lities.
Permission was obtained from pare nts before the study bega n (See
Appendix A). In all cases, parents were con tacted before the consent forms were
sent. The students' role was explained to each pa ren t; at this time pa rents we re
able to ask questions before ma king the decisio n to a llow thei r child to participate
in this study. All twenty-four p articipants we re given the incomple te sentence test
to determine their attitude toward rea ding. There were no ide ntifying marks on
the test, enabling participants to remain anonymous (See Appendix B).
The students were randomly placed in one of two groups. The control
group contained four girls and eight boys. The experimental group contained
three girls and nine boys. Students in both groups were pretested using the
Woodcock Reading Mastery Test Revised (American Guida nce Services, 1987).
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During the intervention period of six weeks, both groups received thirty
reading sessions. The control group received reading from the Silver Burdett
Ginn Reading Series (1989). Lessons included vocabulary presented orally by the
teacher, and lessons visually presented using a chart. Stories were first read
silently by the students, then orally in group. Discussions were conducted by the
teacher. Decoding and comprehension skills were taught using a group sized chart
and reinforced using workbook pages.
The experimental group received instruction using the CAI Project Star
(Hartley Courseware, Inc., 1989). Each student was given a placement test
provided by the program. Students were assigned an individual starting point in
the program based on this test. The format of the program required three
vocabulary lessons followed by a comprehension lesson, then a spelling lesson.
Vocabulary lessons, which included seven words each, were presented on
computer with speech feedback in the form of voice instruction. Students heard
the word pronounced and saw the word with an illustration, then were required to
locate the new word from a list of four words. Through the teacher's menu,
mastery criteria of 85% was set. The computer allowed the student to proceed to
the next lesson only after criteria was reached. Since the students recorded
progress on their own computer data disks, they were not required to have the
teacher check progress until the end of the session. Despite this fact, most
students did show the teacher their scores at the end of a lesson. After twenty-
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five minutes at the computers, students worked in groups of four reviewing
vocabulary with flashcards.
Upon successful completion of three vocabulary lessons, students
proceeded to a comprehension lesson, which assessed use of vocabulary words
through sentence completion, story completion, and responses to comprehension
questions. Comprehension practice included skills such as factual comprehension,
inference, drawing conclusions, making predictions, figurative language, and
sequencing. Mastery criteria was again set at 85 % .
The students interacted with the computer during both vocabulary and
comprehension lessons when the speech feedback was provided. The computer
voice mechanism gave directions to the students, pronounced the vocabulary
words, and provided immediate feedback and positive reinforcement for correct
responses. Messages such as, "That's right", "Super", "Good Job", and
"Congratulations" appeared on the monitor and were heard by the students.
When they responded incorrectly, "Try Again" appeared on the monitor and was
spoken by the computer. If the student erred more than twice, the computer
automatically provided the correct answer with a picture cue on the monitor.
After each set of four lessons, the students practiced skills learned by
completing two worksheets independently. One worksheet contained twelve
closed sentences which required students to insert the correct vocabulary word.
The other consisted of two short paragraphs with twelve missing vocabulary words.
When sheets were complete, a teacher checked them. If an error was made, the
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student was told to try again . If the answer was incorrect a second time, the
teacher provided the correct answer.
Next, a spelling lesson was presented by the computer. The students

practiced vocabulary words by copying them from the screen. The computer
gradually faded these prompts, until the student could hear the word , then type it
correctly. Mastery criteria remained at 85%.
Each day's session lasted forty minutes. Students completed approximately
two lessons per day.
At the end of the six weeks of intervention, the Woodcock Reading
Mastery Test Revised (American Guidance Service, Inc., 1987) was administered
to all participants in a posttest setting. The sentence completion test was also
readiminstered in the posttest setting (See Appendix B).

CHAPTER 4
RESULTS
Results of the reading pre- and posttests demonstrated that the
experimental group receiving CAI with speech feedback, made considerable gains
during the six week training period. The raw scores were converted to age
equivalent scores using the Woodcock Reading Mastery Test (American Guidan ce
Service, 1989). The differences were arithmetically converted to months and then
statistically analyzed using a paired t-test (Hale, 1992).
Analysis of Data
The 12 students in the experimental group completed 30 training sessions.
One student was capable of completing 33 lessons on the computer. Nine
students completed between 23 and 25 lessons. Two students completed 22
lessons during the six week training period. The results demonstrated gains in the
reading scores of all 12 participants. One student gained 17 months, one student
gained 11 months, two students gained eight months, one gained six months, two
students gained four months, and five students gained between one and two
months as shown on the reading posttest (See Appendix C).
The 12 students in the control group, using the traditional textbook
approach, completed 30 sessions in the six weeks during which data was collected.
Results showed that the control group made fewer gains as a group. One student
made no progress in reading, and five students regressed in reading ability. Three
students gained between six and eight months in reading, and three students
gained three months in reading ability (See Appendix C).
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The survey administered to the control group at the beginning of the study
indicated several results (See Appendix D). For the first statement: The thing I
Hke best about reading is ... , 67% of the students responded that they liked to read
aloud, 17% said they enjoyed acting out plays, 8% liked written work, and 8%
liked nothing about reading. The post-attitude survey changed very little for this
item. Fifty-nine percent of the students reported that they liked to read aloud,
17% stated that learning words was easier, 16% enjoyed free time earned, and 8%
liked nothing. The second statement: I think that reading books is ... , resulted in
84% of the students responding that it was fun, 8% said it was easy, and 8% said
it was hard. Again the post-attitude survey changed very little for this item.
Eighty-four percent stated that reading books is fun, 8% said reading books is
helpful, and 8% said reading books is boring. The next statement: Sometimes the
words in reading ... , was responded to with 84% saying the words were hard, and
16% saying they were easy. The post-attitude survey indicated that 75 % said the
words were hard, while 25 % said they were easy. The fourth statement: I think
the hardest thing about reading is ... , was answered with 84% of the subjects saying
reading the words, 8% saying written work, and 8% responding that the teacher
was hard. The post-survey changed slightly with 67% stating that reading the
words was hard, 25% felt written work was hard, and 8% felt the teacher was
hard. The fifth statement: I think that reading comic books is ... , resulted in 75 %
answering fun, with 17% saying they had not read them, and 8% were bored by
comic books. In the post-survey, 84% said reading comic books is fun, 8% had
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not read them, and 8% were bored by them. For the next statement: I like to
read books about..., 100% of the students responded that they liked a variety of
subjects. On the post-survey, 92% responded with their former answer, while 8%
said nothing. The seventh statement: I think that reading math word problems
is ... , resulted in 67% of the subjects stating that they were easy, 17% said they
were hard, and 16% said they were boring. The post-attitude survey revealed tha t

75% of the students felt math problems were easy, 17% felt they were hard, and
8% felt they were boring. The next statement: I think that reading social studies
books is ... , for the pre-attitude survey, answers of 67% hard, 25 % easy, and 8% no
opinion were noted. For the post-survey 75 % responded with good or easy, 17%
responded hard, while 8% still had no opinion. The ninth statement: My parents
think that reading is ... , resulted in the same answers for pre- and post-survey. All
students responded that their parents felt reading was important and good for the
student. The final question: I hope that special help in reading ... , was answered
with 84% responding that they hoped to improve their reading ability, 8% hoped
to get better grades, and 8% hoped to get help doing their work. The postattitude survey indicated that 92% of the sample population wanted to improve
their reading, while 8% of the population said it was much better than trying to do
it by themselves with no help.
The pre- and post-attitude survey was also administered to the
experimental group (See Appendix E). Students' responses to the first statement:
The thing I like about reading is ... , were varied, with 25 % responding that they
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liked nothing about reading, 25 % responding fun, 17% liked decoding words, 17%
enjoyed questions and answers, 8% liked the work, and 8% liked the teacher.
The post-survey responses showed differences with 75% saying that they liked
worlcing on the computer, 17% enjoyed reading stories, and 8% said they liked not
having to write definitions. The next statement: I think that reading books is ... ,·
brought a variety of responses on the pre-attitude survey with 58% responding
that reading books is fun, 26% th at reading is hard, 8% responded with easy, and
8% didn't know. The post-survey showed changes with 75 % of the subjects
responding that reading books was fun or easy, and 25 % a·n swering tha t it was
hard. The third statement: Sometimes words in reading ... , revealed th at 75 %
thought they were hard, 17% thought they we re fun or easy, and 8% said the
words made them tired. The post-survey indicated th at 83 % felt that the words in
reading were hard and 17% felt they were easy. When asked to state the hardest
thing about reading, 42% said the words were the hardest, 42% said answering
questions was hardest, 8% said reading aloud was the hardest, and 8% sa id it was
boring. The post-attitude survey showed changes with 42% responding that
nothing was hard about reading, 42% felt written tests were hardest, and 16% felt
reading aloud was most difficult. The fifth statement: I think that reading comic
books is ..., was answered with 67% of the students saying that it was fun, 17% said
it was not fun, 16% said it was hard to read comic books. The post-survey showed
that 75% reported reading comic books to be fun , while 25 % said it was not fun.
The next item: I like to read books about..., had 92% expressing interest in a
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variety of subjects, while 8% said they did not like to read books on any subject.
For the post-survey all students expressed interest in a variety of subjects. For
item seven: I think that reading math word problems is ... , the pre-attitude survey
responses were 50% said it was hard, 34% responded with easy, 8% thought it
was necessary, and 8% felt it was stupid. In the post-attitude survey 50% said it
was easy, 34% said it was hard, and 16% felt it was stupid. The next item: I
think that reading social studies books is ... , revealed that for the pre-survey 75 %
said it was hard, 17% said it was boring, 8% felt it was necessary. The post-survey
indicated that 50% felt it was easy, 42% thought it was hard, 8% still thought it
was necessary. For item nine: My parents think reading is ... , 84% said it was
good for me, while 16% said that their pa rents thought reading was easy. The
post-survey indicated that 67% said it was good for them, 17% said their parents
believed reading was important, and l 6% said reading was easy. The final item: I
hope that special help in reading ... , resulted in 78% hoping it will improve their
reading, 17% hope it will be fun, and 8% hope they will like the teacher. The
post-survey revealed that 50% of the population sample would like special reading
to help them read better or faster, and 50% of the sample population hoped it
would help them perform better and make better grades in all classes.
Statistical Presentation
Statistical analysis of the data for reading level was done using a paired ttest in order to determine whether the results shown by the reading tests were
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significant. Choice of the paired t-test also allowed for testing direction. The
analysis demonstrated that the results were significant at less than .05 level.
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AI approach. It was further hypo thesized th a t the

control group would experience no change in atti tude in reading. Both of the
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Int
The re was a grea ter improveme nt in th e reading scores of th e experimental
group as de mon tra ted by the comparison of th e pre- and pos ttest scores of both
grou ps (See Appe nd ix

). More th a n 50% of th e experimen tal group made gains

of from four to seventeen months during th e six week training peri od, whil e 50%
of the control group gained from three to eight months. Another important
finding was that 50% of the students in th e control group had made no progress
or regressed in reading abi lity at the end of training.
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Comparison of th e att itude surveys adm iniste red at the begin ning and at
the e nd of the study revealed no pattern of change 1·n the

f h
response o t e contra 1

group, with the exception of item eight. When asked how they felt about reading
social studies books, over half of the students respond ed that it was hard, but on
the post-survey, three-fourths felt it was fun .
When asked to say what they thought about reading books, 58% of this
group said it was fun or interesting. On th e post-s urvey, 75 % fe lt that reading
books was fun or inte res ting. On th e pre-survey, all stude nts in th e experimental
group had a n opinion on what they felt was hard about reading, but on the postsurvey, 42% said they thought nothing was hard about reading. This group also
showed a change in attitude about doing math word problems; at firs t, 50% said
they we re ha rd, but at the end of the study 50% said they were easy. Similar
changes we re noted concerning social studies; on the pre-survey, 75 % said it was
hard to read, while that figure dropped to 42% on the post-survey.
The most obvious change in attitude fo r the experiment al group was fo r
item one. When asked, on the pre-survey, wh at they liked best about reading,
one-fourth said nothing. On th e post-survey, three-fourths of th e subjects said
they liked working on the computer during reading.
The results of the study revealed that the CAI approach with speech
feedback was successful, though to varying degrees, with all students in the
·
· C) . F or ty- two percent of the students made
expenmental
group (See Appendl.X

from one to three months progress, 25 % made from four to six month s progress,
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and 33% made from seven to twelve months progress. Further comparison
revealed that 83% of the experimental group students progressed more than one
and one-half months, which is the length of time traiI)ing sessions occurred. This
demonstrates that CAI with speech feedback is a successful mode of instruction
for this sample population of students with learning disabilities. Comparison of
data between the two groups also demonstrates that CAI with speech feedback
was more successful with the sample population than the traditional textbook
approach (See Appendix C).
Results also showed that those students in the experimental group ha d
positive changes in attitude toward reading (See Appendix E). At the beginning
of the study 25 % said they liked nothing about reading, but at the end 75 %
reported that they enjoyed working on the computer. It was also noted that at the
beginning of the study all members of the experimental group had an opinion
concerning what was hard about reading, and at the end of the study 42%
reported that there was nothing hard about reading. These post-survey statements
may indicate that, as a result of CAI with speech feedback, students felt more
confident and comfortable in their reading classes.
Instructional Implication of the D a ta
The students involved in this study were functioning at least two years
below grade level in reading. The attitude survey revealed that despite the fact
that reading has been difficult for this sample population, many of them still
expressed a positive attitude about reading on the pre-survey. In addition, some
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of them who expressed negative opinions became more positive after the training
sessions. This may indicate motivation for reading. The reading posttest indicated
that the CAI with speech feedback was successful, and can be considered to be
one reason for the change in the students' attitude. If students enjoy using
computer-aided reading systems with speech feedback, they may spend more time
reading than they previously did. The increased practice time may, in itself, lead
to gains in reading achievement. CAI with speech feedback may also be used to
motivate poor readers. Use of a CAI program with speech feedback may be used
to teach reading to students, with reading disabilities. Implications are that their
confidence level would increase along with their reading level, and that their
performance in other academic areas would also increase.

It is important to consider that CAI alone will not be sufficient to
remediate the problems of these or any students. As Lin et al. (1991) pointed
out, learning should begin with instruction provided by the classroom teacher
focusing on the students' accuracy, then followed with computer instruction to
further enhance the learning. CAI may be used in cooperation with a well
designed individual educational program developed by teachers in response to
specific student needs. The presence, as well as the interaction, of the teacher as
an instructor and monitor for students at the computer may also enhance the
effectiveness of the CAI with speech feedback. This could be especially true for
older students who may have developed a habit of guessing at or omitting words
they are unable to decode (Farmer, et al., 1992).
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Summary
The potential of CAI for educational use as a tool for enabling students
with learning disabilities to improve reading skills is promising. Results of this
study as well as the review of research suggests that providing speech feedback to
students with learning disabilities is an effective way to improve reading
performance. It may also be an effective way of using the computer to motivate
and support students who have difficulty learning to read in the traditional
classroom. Future research is needed to focus on CAI with speech feedback and
its use with students exhibiting learning disabilities. To provide more conclusive
results, it may be beneficial to compare groups receiving CAI with speech
feedback to groups receiving CAI without speech feedback.
In order to maximize the potential of CAI with speech feedback it is
imperative that special education teachers have access to the resources and
training necessary to make use of this technology. Teachers who are not exposed
to and do not have experience with alternative methods of teaching are limited in
their ability to deliver appropriate individualized instruction to students. If they
do have access to these alternative methods, teachers are able to make decisions
about pacing and can give verbal instruction, which may give students an
advantage. AJso students are able to monitor their own performance and receive
immediate feedback and reinforcement.

As CAI programs become more sophisticated the potential of this mode of
instructional presentation will need to be explored more fully. Future research is
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needed to determine how CAI with speech feedback can be used to provide
maximum benefits in decoding as well as word recognition and comprehension
skil1s. The results of this study with elementary school students provides support
for continued exploration of CAI with speech feedback as a supplement to teacher
directed instruction.
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DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
AUSTIN PEAY STATE UNIVERSITY
INFORMED CONSENT STATEMENT
The purpose of this investigation is to determine the effects of computerbased instruction on the reading levels of learning disabled students. Your child
has been chosen because he has been labeled Learning Disabled in one or more
academic areas and is more than one year below grade level in reading skills.
There are no potential hazards which may occur from your child's participation in
this research because all information collected will remain confidential; personal
data collected will be used only for purposes of analysis. Your child's
participation is completely voluntary, and you are free to terminate a participation
at any time.
The results of this study will be made available to you upon its completion.
Thank you, in advance, for your cooperation.

I agree for my child to participate in the present study being conducted
under the supervision of a faculty member of the Department of Education at
Austin Peay State University. I have been informed, either orally or in writing or
both, about the procedures to be followed and about any discomforts or risks
which may be involved. The investigator has offered to answer any further
inquiries as I may have regarding the procedures. I understand that I am free to
terminate my child's participation at any time without penalty or prejudice and to
have all data obtained from my child withdrawn from the study and destroyed. I
have also been told of any benefits that may result from my participation.

Name (please print)

Signature

Date
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INCOMPLETE SENTENCE TEST
GRADE:

DATE:

-------

1.

The thing I like best about reading is_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

2.

I think that reading books is_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

3.

Sometimes the words in reading,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

4.

I think the hardest thing about reading is _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

5.

I think that reading comic books is _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

6.

I like to read books about _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

7.

I think that reading math word problems is _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

8.

I think that reading social studies books is _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

9.

My parent(s) think that reading is _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

10.

I hope that special help in reading,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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W oodcock R eading Maste ry T est Results
Pre- a nd Postt es t Com parison
Experime ntal G ro up
Tota l R eading-Age Scores
Pre test

Con trol Grou p
T o ta l R ead ing-Age Scores

Postt est

Pre test

Posttest

1.

7-10

8-0

1.

8-2

7-6

2.

7-7

9-0

2.

7-11

8-2

3.

7-3

7-5

3.

9- 1

9-0

4.

7-6

8-0

4.

7-7

8-3

5.

8-6

8- 10

5.

8-0

8-3

6.

7-11

8-0

6.

7-11

8-2

7.

7-10

7-11

7.

7-9

8-3

8.

7-2

7-10

8.

8-6

9-1

9.

6-11

7-10

9.

9-0

9-0

10.

7-3

7-11

10.

8-0

7-6

11.

8-2

8-6

11.

8-2

7-10

12.

7-0

7-1

12.

8-6

8-5
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Control Group Incomplete Sentences Test
Pre- and Postattitude Survey Results
Sentences Presented for Response
1. The thing I like best about reading is ...

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

I think that reading books is ...
Sometimes the words in reading ...
I think the hardest thing about reading is ...
I think that reading comic books is ...
I like to read books about...
I think that reading math word problems is .. .
I think that reading social studies books is .. .
My parent(s) think that reading is ...
I hope that special help in reading ...

Item

Presurvey

Postsurvey

1.

67% reading aloud
18% acting out plays
8 % written work
8% nothing

59%
17%
16%
8%

2.

84% fun
8 % ea sy
8 % ha rd

84 % fun
8% helpful
8% boring

3.

84% hard
16% easy

75 % hard
25 % easy

4.

84% words
8 % written work
8 % teacher hard

67 % words
25 % written work
8 % teacher hard

5.

75% fun
17% had not ready any
8 % boring

84% fun
8 % had not read any
8% boring

6.

100% variety of subjects

92% variety of subjects
8% nothing

reading aloud
learning words
free time
nothing
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Item

Presurvey

Postsurvey

7.

67% easy
17% hard
16% boring

75 % good or easy
17% hard
8% boring

8.

67% hard
25% easy
8% no opinion

75 % easy
17% hard
8% no option

9.
10.

100% important and good
84% improve reading
8% get them better grades
8 % get them help with work

100% important and good
92% improve reading
8% better tha n doing
work alone
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p riment I Gr up Incomplet
entence Te t
Pre- and P tattitude urvey Result
Pre ented for Re pon e

l. Th th in I lik b t about r ading i ...
2. I th ink th t r ading bo
i ...
3. o m tim e th word in reading...
4. I think the harde t thing bout reading i ...
5. I think that reading comic b ok i ...
I lik to read b
about...
7. I th ink th at reading math ord problem. i ...
I th ink that reading oci I t udie book i ...
M par nt( ) think that read ing i ...
10. I hop th at pecial help in rea ding wil l...

It m

Pre urve

Postsurvey

1.

25%
25%
17%
17%

75 % computer work
17% reading torie
% no definiti ons

2.

5 % fun
2 % hard
% ea y

75 % fun or ea y
25% hard

nothing
it i fun
dee ding word
que tion and an wers
% the work
% th e teacher

% didn't know
3.

75 % hard
17% fun or ea y
8% tiring

83 % hard
17% easy

4.

42%
42%
8%
8%

42% nothing
42% written tests
l 6% r eading aloud

5.

67% fun
17% not fun
16% hard

the words
an wering questions
r ading aloud
it is boring

75 % fun
25 % not fun
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Item
. 6.

Presurvey
92% variety of answers
8% do not like reading

Postsurvey
100% variety of answers

7.

50% hard
34% easy
8% necessary
8% stupid

50% hard
50% easy

8.

75 % hard
17% boring
8% necessary

42% hard
50% easy
8% necessary

9.

84% good for me
16% easy

67% good for the m
17% important
16% easy

10.

78% hope to improve
17% hope it is fun
8% hope to like teacher

50% makes them read
better or faster
50% gets them better
grades

